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Time to tell true stories
AFFF combines sporting festivity with critical view
on the challenges and pitfalls of modern football

412 Road, Gowon Estate, Lagos | 11 to 13 July 2014

The African Football Film Festival (AFFF) was born out 
of the desire to combine sporting festivity with cultural 
and social issues important to many young Africans.

The second edition of AFFF will take place at 412 Road 
in Gowon Estate (Lagos) from 11 to 13 July 2014.

The final weekend of the global megaevent World Cup 
is the right time to stress that actually not everyone is 
invited to the show. Football can turn into suffering as 
three films about everyday realities in Africa and Brazil 
will show. The AFFF programme at a glance:

Friday, 11 July, 7pm  >  Slaves to Football
Director: Orlando von Einsiedel  |  2010  |  24min
All over Africa, sketchy football entrepreneurs promise 
young men lucrative football careers. The report begins
in Lagos and takes a look around Africa.

Saturday, 12 July, 7pm  >  Ladies' Turn
Director: Helene Harder  |  2012  |  65min
The documentary shows the unceasing efforts of the 
organisation “Ladies' Turn“ to host the first ever football 
tournament for girls in Senegal.

Sunday, 13 July, 7pm  >  A Fragile Dream
Director: David Tryhorn  |  2011  |  48min
An intimate portrayal of Rio de Janeiro's volatile favelas
and the essential role football plays in providing stability
to the lives of hopeful adolescents.

Unlike the global football industry, a dream factory 
producing perfect pictures, AFFF aims at telling true 
stories. Every film is accompanied by interviews and 
discussion as well as games and music performances
to entertain the local community. And truly everyone
is invited: AFFF is free of charge and turns the busy
412 Road in Gowon Estate into an open-air cinema.
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